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Identifying &
Addressing

Issues

Accountability
and Defined

Roles

Open
Communication

Creating a Runway to Freedom - Organizational Operating Systems

Using the documented long-term vision, short-term plan, along

with a clear financial picture, decisions are easy and outcomes

align with goals. Having answers quickly has relieved day-to-day

stress; problems are no longer prolonged.

Streamlined Decision Making

Each member of the leadership team is now operating in their

zone of genius. Identifying the right person and defining each of

the "seats", clarified business development, operations

management and talent development responsibilities, leaving

more free time to focus on client work.

Capitalizing on Unique Strengths and Talents

The new culture of inclusion, accountability and

collaboration has opened lines of communication relieving

bottlenecks. Every team member understands their role and 

 participates in the process of building a successful and

sustainable entity, asking for help when needed, before it's

too late.

Open Communication

The management and leadership team at Slattery & Holman was in a

transition stage; an older partner phasing out, two managers becoming

partners and younger staff being asked to take on more responsibility. The

time was right to revamp the operations and back end of the business to

create a more streamlined process that was aligned with the future vision

of the firm and strengths of new leadership.

CHALLENGES

With the guidance of Andrea Liebross Coaching, team member roles

are now clearly defined, compensation structure is documented,

decision making is streamlined, admin is managed effectively, and a

growth plan for younger staff is in place.

SOLUTIONS

BENEFITS

Key metrics

The Slattery leadership team

saved on average five hours

per week by having only one

person responsible for each

decision making and seeing it

through. This eliminated a lot

of aggravation and saved

hundreds of hours of time per

year.

5 HOURS
per week saved

250 HRS
per year saved

Slattery & Holman, PC with
Andrea Liebross Coaching

Coaching and Keynotes

www.andrealiebross.com

Serving Clients Worldwide

At a glance

Slattery & Holman, PC provides

CPA services to their clients from

the perspective of a business

advisor, with a broad base of

knowledge about their client's

business, financial portfolio, and

specific tax needs.


